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Abstract—The ever increasing demand for air travel is likely
to induce air traffic congestion which will elicit great economic
losses. As air traffic congestion usually originate and propagate
from a small region in an airway network, it is becoming
important to identify the bottleneck links of an airway network.
In this paper, we characterize the organization of air traffic flow
as a percolation process. From a percolation process, it can be
observed that the global air traffic is dynamically formed by
clusters of local air traffic flows which are connected by the
bottleneck links. We developed a data driven method to identify
such bottleneck links in an airway network based on percolation
theory. This method aims to identify links, at the percolation
threshold, whose malfunction potentially disintegrate the global
air traffic flow into large isolated local flows. These links are
identified as bottleneck links since they reduce the efficiency of
air traffic flow in the airway network and induce air traffic
congestion. With the proposed method, we have carried out a
case study on Singapore airway network using one month ADS-B
data. Results show there appears to be a presence of airway links
that may be bottlenecks in Singapore airway network. When the
bottleneck links are dysfunctional, large-scale local traffic flows
are unable to exchange freely which can lead to global traffic
congestion. This provides an approach to manage air traffic
congestion with minor adjustments such as improving the flight
efficiency on the bottleneck links.

Index Terms—air traffic congestion, airway network, bottle-
neck links, percolation theory

I. INTRODUCTION

Air transportation is generally growing physically and oper-
ationally [1], [2]. The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) estimates that by 2036 the number of air passengers
will double to 7.8 billion [3].

As present day air traffic network is reaching its operational
capacity, accommodating future air traffic growth will be
challenging for air navigation service providers (ANSPs) [4].
The imbalance between the airway network capacity and
the increasing air traffic demand is leading to significant
congestion as well as flight delays [5]–[7], which will cause
huge economic losses to ANSPs, airlines and customers. It is
reported that the annual total cost of air transportation delays
was over $30 billion in the United States [8].

In literature, many researches have been done to manage air
traffic congestion induced by the increasing traffic demand,
among which the main approaches are air traffic flow man-

agement (ATFM), dynamic sectorization and airway network
management [9].

Mitigating air traffic congestion by ATFM is usually be
achieved by flight scheduling [10] and flight trajectory opti-
mization [11]. In [12], a scheduling algorithms was developed
to calculate the optimal departure rates and departure slots for
streams of flights that are destined for an airspace experiencing
reduced capacity where traffic congestion can easily occur. In
[13], a network based dynamic air traffic flow model for en
route airspace system traffic flow optimization was proposed
to maintain the balance between demand and capacity. In [14],
a collaborative flight route planning method was demonstrated
to reduce en-route airspace congestion by amending flight
plans to avoid congested sectors. In recent years, researchers
have started to focus on 4D flight trajectory planning which
have combined flight scheduling and trajectory optimization
together [15], [16]. For instance, a 4D flight trajectories
planning method, which allocates trajectories to flights via
rerouting, time controlling, and flight level changing through
multi-objective optimization, was illustrated in [17] to avoid
conflict and congestion in the airway network.

ATFM reduced the effects of air traffic congestion problems
by flight control. However, it is not able to increase the
limited airspace capacity which is the source of congestion.
Its effectiveness is therefore limited by the capacity of the
airspace. Moreover, its good results subject to a good control
of uncertainties such weather and traffic demand.

Another frequently-used air traffic congestion management
strategy was increasing the airspace capacity by improving
the sectorization schemes [18]. Dynamic airspace sectorization
is an approach to restructuring airspace to achieve capacity-
demand balance, by managing air traffic controllers’ workload
to ensuring an orderly flow of traffic [19], [20]. However, they
almost had reached the structural limits of the system and may
induce safety and efficiency problem.

We know that flights have to follow predefined airways
from the origin to the destination in an airway network, which
consist of waypoints (nodes) and airways (edges). Therefore
it is also possible to reduce congestion by improving the
structure of airway networks [21]. In [22], a multi-objective
particle swarm optimization algorithm was introduce to op-
timize the crossing waypoints location of an airway network



with the objective of maximizing the flight efficiency as well
as the airspace capacity simultaneously. However, this method
does not consider actual location restrict and operating limits
of the waypoints. In [23], an airway network optimization
model was developed to minize the total operational cost
with airspace restriction and air route network capacity being
considered as the major constraints. The disadvantage of this
work is that it targets at the fragmented airspaces instead
of the general airspaces. Essentially, at present, most of the
solution algorithms for route network optimization model,
such as GA, PSO algorithm [24] and Differential Evolution
(DE) algorithm, are both complex and easy to converge to the
local optimal because of limited exploration ability of the new
space. The stability of the results is also a challenge. More
importantly, these efforts often end up with complete new
airway structures for a given airspace. The challenge is that,
due to operational constraints, complete redesign of airway
networks, so as to obtain the global optimal airway structures
(for a given airspace/FIR), is impractical. In [25], the authors
proposed to close some links in the potentially overdesigned
airway networks based on the theory of Braess’s Paradox.
Using this method, the flight duration of flights can be reduced
by doing minor changes to the airway network. However,
because of the many approximations and assumptions in the
paper, there is still way to go before application.

As mentioned earlier, air traffic has long been artificially
concentrated on airway networks. Note that traffic congestion
usually emerges on small parts of the airway network and
propagates to the proximities [26], which then largely inhibits
traffic flows in the airspace and exacerbates the traffic con-
gestion. In the presence of limited airspace capacity as well
as the saturated airway network, it is important to discover
the bottleneck links of an airway network. In this paper, the
bottleneck links are defined as, from the network perspective,
the airway links whose malfunction potentially disintegrate the
global air traffic flow into large isolated local flows. These
links primarily initiates the traffic congestion whereby hinders
the airway network from serving more traffic. Knowledge of
these bottleneck links can provide opportunities to improve
significantly the global air traffic flow efficiency in the airway
network with minor cost (e.g., improving a single airway link).

It should be pointed out that decreased flight dura-
tion/increase flight speed can reduce buffer time for airborne
congestion as well as the risk of delay propagation through
the entire airway network [27], and the congestion can be
mitigated consequently. Note that a flight can be re-directed
other than change flight speed when facing congestion. Instead
of simply taking the average of the real-time speed of flights,
here the average speed on a link is determined in this way:
the link length divided by the average flight time spent by
flights on the link. Hence, the average speed here can take
into consideration of the extra flight time caused to flight by
re-direction or change of flight levels, which better reflects
the flight efficiency on a link. Moreover, higher average flight
speed on a link suggests flights can travel smoothly from one
region to another through this link while low average flight

speed can block the free traffic from one region to another
through the link. Therefore in this paper we use the average
flight speed on airway links as one indicator of bottleneck
links. Thus one major feature of the bottleneck links is the low
average flight speed on them. However, this is not sufficient
to make a link the bottleneck. The contribution of different
low average speed links on the traffic congestion are also
different. Some trivial links can only block air traffic from
small regions while some fatal links block traffic between
large regions in the airway network. Therefore, the bottleneck
links we aim to identify in this paper have two features: 1)
the average flight speed on the links are low; 2) the links
are at important positions that can block traffic between large
regions. Note that the two features of airway links can change
overtime because, at different time of a day, the traffic demand
and traffic structures are different. Therefore in this paper, we
propose a data driven method based on network percolation
theory to identify the bottleneck links of an airway network
for a given time period with real air traffic data.

To identify the bottleneck links in an airway network for a
given time period, for each link we first determine the average
flight speed during this period which is then normalized using
the maximum speed on this link of the day. Then the airway
network is modelled as a planar network with the nodes being
the waypoints, links the airways and weights the normalized
average flight speed. Then percolation theory is applied onto
the graph to determine the links with low weights and whose
malfunction can block the connection between large local
flows in the network. These links will be identified as the
bottleneck links of the airway network.

In order to verify the efficacy of the proposed method, this
paper carries out a case study on Singapore Airway Network
(referred to as SAN hereafter), using ADS-B data recorded
over one month during the calendar year 2018. The results
show that different bottleneck links exist under different time
periods. Some of the critical links possess a high frequency and
one of them is distinctly higher than the rest which requires
special attention of air traffic controllers.

II. PERCOLATION THEORY

Complex networks in reality suffer from manifold perturba-
tions and as a consequence, the components of a network may
break down and potential risk is likely to happen. In order to
better design the structure of a network so as to make it be
robust to perturbations, it is pertinent to analyze the dynamics
of a complex network subject to perturbations. Percolation
theory has proven as an effective instrument for analyzing the
capability of a complex network in face of perturbations [28].

Suppose that 1 − p fraction of components of a network
are disconnected to the rest of the focal network due to exter-
nal/internal perturbations. The disconnection of those failed
network components can fragment the focal network into
pieces and amongst which there exists the largest connected
component (LCC) [29]. The LCC of a network is an important
indicator for capturing the network’s capability in response to
perturbations. When p = 0, the LCC of the network disappear,



simulating the scenario that the focal network is entirely down
due to perturbations. For p = 1, it corresponds to the situation
that the network is not suffering from perturbations and the
LCC keeps its original state. When p increases from 0 to 1,
the size of the LCC changes with p. When p reaches a certain
value, the size of the LCC shows a unique change such as a
sharp decline or becomes extremely small or even zero. Such
a value of p is generally termed as the percolation threshold
denoted by pc.

The percolation threshold pc reflects the stability of a
complex network. If pc is large for a network, then the
network has a very stable structure and perturbations will not
significantly affect the network’s connectivity. On the contrary,
a network with a small value of pc is fragile to perturbations
as its connectivity will be largely affected.

Due to its important implications to a network’s stability,
percolation theory has been widely applied to investigate
the structure properties of diverse complex networks and
networked systems [30]–[32]. Percolation in air traffic systems
was firstly introduced in [33], where a model was proposed to
pursue a systemic approach by means of a theoretical model
taking into account the phase transition phenomenon and
leading to a more realistic simulation of the air traffic control
system. Recently, percolation, at an empirical investigation
level, has been proposed in [34] as an approach to detect
bottlenecks in urban traffic networks. Percolation theory makes
use of statistical physics principles and graph theory to analyze
changes in the structure of a complex network. In the percola-
tion theory, the failure of a node/link in a network is modeled
as removal/closure. As the closure of more nodes/links, the
network undergoes a transition from the phase of connectivity
(normal functioning network) to the phase of dis-connectivity
(non-normal functioning network). The percolation threshold
pc signifying this phase transition can be found theoretically
or computed numerically by percolation theory.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Percolation actually describes a phase transition process of
the failure of a weighted network, whose percolation threshold
distinguishes the weighted network from a connected phase to
a disconnected phase because of the closure of some links in
this network. The closure of links during percolation process
depends on the weights of the links. Thus, percolation theory
can help to understand the macroscopic failure behavior of
networks in relation to the microscopic states of the network
components, i.e., the weights and the positions of the network
links. It can address questions of practical interest “The failure
of which links will break down the whole network, according
to their weights and positions in the network?”.

As mentioned in Section I, average flight speed on a link
will influence the flight duration and consequently the air
traffic congestion. Therefore in this paper, with the traffic data
during a given time period, we model the airway network as
a weighted network according to the flight speed, and we aim
to identify links in this weighted network whose closure will
break down the whole network based on percolation theory.

More specifically, we will determine the links which are closed
at the percolation threshold and consequently disintegrate the
connected network into several disconnected clusters.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Methodology Overview

This paper presents a frame for airway network bottleneck
links identification based upon percolation theory. Fig. 1
presents a concept diagram of the proposed method. The
proposed approach encompasses three key steps: network
modelling, network percolation and bottleneck links identi-
fication.

In Fig. 1, we take SAN as an example to illustrate the
proposed method. In the network modelling step, given the air
traffic data during a specific time period, the airway network
configuration is first extracted based on the flight fixes and
flight paths of flights. Besides, the average flight speed on
each link in the airway network is determined and is then
normalized by the daily maximum speed on this link. Then
the airway network is modelled as a planar network with the
nodes being the waypoints, links the airways and weights the
normalized average flight speed. In the network percolation
stage, the weighted network is gradually broken into multiple
clusters by incrementally closing the links with low weights.
By observing the percolation threshold where the closure of
some links disintegrates the present largest cluster when the
second largest cluster reaches its maximum. The links connect
the clusters, constituting the disintegrated largest cluster, are
identified as the bottleneck links during this specific time
period. In what follows, we delineate in detail how each step
works.

B. Network Modelling

The purpose of the network modelling is to prepare a
weighted network for the network percolation process. As
mentioned earlier, we use the normalized average flight speed
on each link as its weight. Therefore, network modelling
consists of two steps, namely, extract the airway network
configuration and determine the weight on each link from the
air traffic data. The traffic data required for network modelling
includes the flight paths of each flight, i.e., the flight fixes of
the flight trajectory, and the time when the flight is reported
to be at these fixes.

From the flight path information, we will be able to con-
struct the airway network configuration by setting the flight
fixes as the nodes and determining the connections between
node, i.e., links, from the path of each flights. If there are
flights whose paths pass the link between two nodes, the
two nodes will be regarded as connected and consequently
there will be a link connecting the two nodes on the resulted
airway network. In this manner, the airway network will be
constructed completely from the traffic data.

With the time information of flights reaching the fixes, the
average speed of a flight Ai on the link Ej of its path can
be computed by averaging the length Lj of Ej over the flight
duration tij on Ej :



Fig. 1. The conceptual diagram of the proposed method for airway network bottleneck links identification. The air traffic data is converted into a weighted
network through network modelling. During network percolation, we aim to identify the percolation threshold where the closure of some links will break the
connected network into large local clusters. And these links are identified as the bottleneck links.

sij = Lj/tij (1)

Note that we are identifying bottleneck links for a given
time period Tk (from T 0

k to T 1
k ), therefore the required weight

wj on link Ej is the normalized average flight speed of all
flights passing Ej during Tk instead of simply the normalized
average flight speed of all flights passing Ej . This means that
for flight Ai, only the part lkij on Ej , that has been flown
during Tk, will be considered, and we can not simply take the
average of the average flight speed sij of all flights on link Ej .
From the traffic data available, we are not able to obtain the
time information of when a flight Ai is exactly on Ej during
Tk. Therefore to reduce the bias, we assume that the flight
Ai is flying on Ej with the constant speed sij . Then given
the entry time Oij and exit time Dij of Ai on Ej , the flight
duration tkij of Ai on Ej during Tk can be estimated:

tkij = min{Dij , T
1
k } −max{Oij , T

0
k } (2)

Then lkij can be determined as Lj weighted by the propor-
tion of tkij to Tk:

lkij = Lj × tkij/Tk (3)

The average speed skij on link Ej during Tk can be
calculated by averaging the sum of flight distances of all the
flights on Ej over the according sum of flight duration:

skj =

n∑
i=1

lkij/

n∑
i=1

tkij (4)

where n is the total number of flights passing link Ej during
Tk.

Finally, the weight wj on link Ej during the given time
period Tk is determined by normalizing the average speed skij
by the daily maximum speed smax on link Ej :

wj = skj /smax (5)

In this way, the weight on link Ej is determined, which will
be a number between 0 and 1.

C. Network Percolation

The objective of the network percolation step is to identify
the percolation threshold through the percolation process of an
airway network. More specifically, by incrementally closing
the low weight links in the weighted airway network. Lower
weight of a link means that the current travelling speed on
the link is more degenerated comparing to the best daily fight
speed on this link. Therefore, these lower weight links can be
regarded as malfunction links which can potentially slow down
the flights and induce congestion. By incrementally closing
these low weight links, we will be able to observe the links
whose closure, i.e., malfunction, will lead to a transition of
the airway network from the phase of connected to the phase
of disconnected.

Note that an airway link Ej is characterised by the weight
wj . Therefore for a given threshold q, the link Ej can be
classified into two categories: functional when wj ≥ q and
dysfunctional when wj < q. This can be represented as:

Ej =

{
1,

0,

wj ≥ q

wj < q
(6)

As the value of q increases, more low weight links are
closed,which makes the network becomes more sparse. Note
that the weight on a link refers to the normalized average
flight speed of flights on this links. It indicates that As q
increases, links on which the flight speed is low are closed
and links with higher flight speed remain active. In this way,
a functional airway network can be constructed for a given q
value according to the traffic dynamics of the original airway
network.

As q increases, the original network will be disintegrated
into several isolated clusters because of the closure of some
low speed links. Therefore, the size of the largest cluster
decreases, and the second-largest cluster reaches a maximum
at the percolation threshold qc which is the transition to the
disconnected phase from the connected phase of the airway
network, as shown in Fig 2. The vertical axis refers to the
fraction of the size of the largest cluster(LCC1)/second largest
cluster(LCC2) comparing to the size of the original network,
which is a value between 1 and 0 and calculated as the fraction



of the number of nodes in the target cluster in the total number
of nodes in the original network.

Fig. 2. Size of the largest cluster (LCC1) and the second-largest cluster
(LCC2) of airway networks as a function of q. The sudden decrease of the size
of LCC1 and the increase of the size of LCC2 indicates that, at the percolation
threshold qc, LCC1 is broken into several isolated clusters because the closure
of some links. Therefore the network transits from a largely connected phase
to a disconnected phase at qc.

As an indicator of the robustness characteristics of net-
work connectivity [35], the percolation threshold qc in this
percolation process quantifies the organization efficiency of
real air traffic. Flights are able to travel to most nodes in
the airway network (largest connected component of airway
network) with normalized speed below qc, while flights will
be trapped in small isolated clusters when they fly with
normalized speed above qc. Hence, qc measures effectively
the maximum normalized speed with which flights can travel
over a large part of the airway network, which reflects the
global efficiency of air traffic from a network perspective.

D. Bottleneck Links Identification

Based on our observation that air traffic can be viewed as
a percolation process, it is suggested that high velocity links
tend to form clusters, which are bridged by low-velocity roads.
These bottleneck links determine the global connectivity of
the airway network at each instant. At the critical threshold
qc, several links will be closed when we tune the q value
slightly higher. While some links are closed by chance, some
links play a critical role in connecting different local traffic
clusters in airway network. Only these links, whose closure
at the critical threshold qc disintegrate the overall connected
network into local clusters, are considered as bottleneck links.
Closure of these bottleneck links will result in disintegration of
a globally connected airway network into several disconnected
clusters.

V. CASE STUDY

The above Section describes the proposed method for bottle-
neck links identification for an airway network with given air

traffic data. To verify the efficacy of the proposed method, in
this section we carry out a case study on SAN using one month
en-route air traffic data. A total number of 44215 flights’
trajectory information, including flight fixes as well as the time
passing these fixes, has been used in this study. The flight data
covers eight sectors of Singapore airspace.

A. Network Modelling

We first construct the network structure of SAN using the
1 month air traffic data. Fig. 3 displays the airway structure
of SAN which consists of 120 nodes and 183 links.
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Fig. 3. Airway structure of SAN.

Since the bottleneck links can be different at different time,
in this case study, we identify the bottleneck links for every
30 minutes. Therefore, for air traffic data every 30 minutes,
we calculate the normalized average flight speed of flights on
each link which will be set as the weight of the link describing
the traffic efficiency of the link. In this way a weighted airway
network will be constructed for every 30 minutes and Fig. 4
shows an example of the weighted airway network.

Fig. 4. A weighted airway network representation of SAN. The weight on
each link is the normalized average flight speed of flights on this link.

B. Network Percolation

Upon constructing the weighted network for every 30 min-
utes time period, network percolation process is then applied
to identify the percolation threshold qc of the network.

In this case study, we increase q by 0.01 for each iteration.
As q increases, the network will gradually break into several
clusters as more and more low efficiency links are closed,
therefore the size of the largest cluster will decrease conse-
quently. When q reaches the percolation threshold, a slight
increase of q will disintegrate the largest cluster into two or
more large clusters and we will observe a distinct decrease of



the size of the largest cluster and increase of the size of the
second largest cluster, as the example shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Size of the largest cluster (LCC1) and the second-largest cluster
(LCC2) of airway networks as a function of q. At the percolation threshold
qc, LCC1 is broken into several isolated clusters because the closure of some
links. Consequently, there is a sudden decrease and sudden increase of LCC1
and LCC2 respectively. The network transits from a largely connected phase
to a disconnected phase at qc.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the disintegration process of the
network at and after the percolation threshold, i.e., q equals to
and slightly exceed qc respectively. It can be observed that, at
the percolation threshold, because of closure of the airway link
from fixes ”VISAT” to ”MABAL”, the original largest cluster
(the blue cluster shown in Fig. 6) is broken into two large
clusters (the red and green clusters shown in Fig. 7). Flights
are able to travel to most nodes in the airway network (the
blue cluster shown in Fig. 6) with normalized speed below
qc, while flights will be trapped in small isolated clusters (the
red and green clusters shown in Fig. 7) when they fly with
normalized speed above qc.
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Fig. 6. Airway network at percolation threshold.
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Fig. 7. Airway network after percolation threshold.

C. Bottleneck Links Identification

Since the closure of links depends on the efficiency of the
links and links with lower normalized average flight speed will
be closed earlier than other links, the closure of links actually
means the malfunction of the links when flights travel with
higher speed, which limit the travel efficiency of flight in the
airway network. The influence of the malfunction (closure) of
links can be different. Many links can be closed without dis-
tinctly reducing the global connectivity of the airway network
while the links closed at the percolation threshold disintegrate
the network into large local clusters which substantially limits
the travel efficiency of flights. Therefore links that are closed
at the percolation threshold and connecting large local clusters
can be recognized as critical links, such as link ”VISAT” to
”MABAL” in the example case.
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Fig. 8. Percolation curve of cases under which no bottleneck links can be
identified. There is no distinct increase of LCC2 and decrease of LCC1.
Therefore no evidence shows that the malfunction of links can largely reduce
the connectivity of the airway network.

We apply the proposed identification method to the 1 month
air traffic data on an every 30 minutes basis to identify the
bottleneck links. Note that during some time periods, there



doesn’t exist critical links, as shown in Fig. 8. It can be
seen that both the size of the largest cluster and second
largest cluster decrease slowly as q increases without distinct
decrease or increase. In such cases, there are no links whose
malfunction will substantially isolated the global air traffic into
local clusters. Therefore no bottleneck links can be identified
under such cases. Thus, we only identify bottleneck links
for cases whose percolation curve shows distinct increase in
LCC2 and decrease in LCC1, i.e. distinct decrease of the
difference between the size of LCC1 and LCC2 at qc.

We use d to represent the decrease in the difference between
the size of LCC1 and LCC2 at qc. A higher d indicates
a more distinct increase in LCC2 and decrease in LCC1.
When we set a threshold of 0.5 for d, i.e., the decrease in
the difference between the size of LCC1 and LCC2 at qc is
required to be above 0.5 as a qualification for the existence
of bottleneck, the top 10 frequent bottleneck links are shown
in Fig. 9. The red links are the bottleneck links identified and
the thickness of the links are proportional to their frequency.
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Fig. 9. Top 10 frequency bottleneck links. The red links are the bottleneck
links identified and the thickness of the links are proportional to their
frequency.

To explore the influence of different threshold of d over the
frequency and the significance of different bottleneck links,
besides 0.5, we also set the threshold of d as 0.3 and 0.4
respectively. The frequency of the top 10 links are shown in
Fig. 10. The green, red and blue bars refer to frequency of
critical links identified with thresholds of d as 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5
respectively. As the threshold of d decreases, the frequency
of bottleneck links increases. It makes sense since under
lower threshold of d, more cases of different time periods
will be qualified for bottleneck links identification and as a
consequence, the frequency of bottleneck links will increase.
It can also be observed that the 10 links and their sequence are
all remain unchanged in accordance to different settings of the
threshold of d. The link ”VISAT” to ”MABAL” has the highest
frequency and is distinctly higher than other links, which likely
requires the special attention of air traffic controllers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a data driven method for identifi-
cation of airway network bottleneck links based on percolation
theory. The proposed method comprises three components:
network modelling, network percolation and bottleneck links
identification. The key idea is to determine the links whose

Fig. 10. The frequency of the top 10 bottleneck links identified according to
different threshold of d. The green, red and blue bars refer to frequency of
critical links identified with thresholds of d as 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 respectively.

malfunction will isolate the global air traffic into local clusters.
We then carried out a case study over Singapore airway
network using one month air traffic from Dec. 1, 2018 to Dec.
31, 2018. Results show that different bottleneck links exist
under different time periods. Some of the critical links possess
a high frequency and one of them is distinctly higher than the
rest which requires special attention of air traffic controllers.
This proposed method enables us to identify the airway links
connecting different air traffic clusters of higher flight speed
(with respect to the bottleneck). These bottleneck links identi-
fied provide opportunities to improve significantly the global
air traffic with minor cost (e.g., improving the operation on a
single airway link). Understanding the congestion formation
and dissipation mechanisms through our proposed method in
a network view can serve better prediction and control of air
traffic.
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